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SOLUTION OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL STATIONARY INDUCTION HEATING
PROBLEM WITHOUT BOUNDEDNESS OF THE COEFFICIENTS (*) (**)
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Abstract —- We consider m this paper a System of équations modelhng a quasi-statwnary
induction heating process Existence ofa solution is obtmned in Sobolev spaces using estimations
in LT-norm Using a truncation technique, we build a séquence of truncated problems the
solutions of which converge to a solution of the initial unbounded coefficient problem
Résumé — On considère, dans cet article, un système d'équations modéhsant un procédé
quasi-statwnnaire de chauffage par induction Les coefficients physiques intervenant dans la
modélisation ne sont pas bornés On construit une suite de problèmes en utilisant une méthode
de troncature Nous montrons l'existence d'une solution dans les espaces de Sobolev pour le
problème tronqué et donnons des estimations en norme LT des solutions On montre alors que
les solutions des problèmes tronqués convergent vers une solution du problème à coefficients non
bornés

1, INTRODUCTION

We are concemed in the present paper with the existence of a solution of
the foliowing nonlinear System of elliptic équations:
f ifjKoH - V . (/>( 0) Vif) = 0
[- V.(A(0) V9)=~p(6)

|V#|

in Q,
2

in&

where | VH\ is the modulus of the vector valued function VH, ie.,
\VH\2=dXiHdXiH*+
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and v is the complex conjugale function of u. The domain Q is an open and
bounded subset of 1R2.
Hère above, the first équation describes the évolution of a time harmonie
magnetic field H in a conductor and the second is the steady state heat
équation. In f act, the stationarity of the température field resul ts hère from an
averaging process of the power source term on a period of length 2 n/co
whence the factor «• Typically, this system governs an induction heating
process (cf. [Cl], [ClTo], [CRST]). It belongs to a large class of problems that
were recently studied in Lewandowski [Le], Murat [Mu] and Gallouët-Herbin
[GaHe].
The main goal of the present paper is to prove that Problem (1.1), provided
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on H and 9, has at least one solution
(H, 9). The main difficulty we treat here is that we do not assume that the
physical coefficients of the équations are bounded. This corresponds to realistic situations where, for instance, polynomial functions of the température
are used to take account for the physical properties of the material. To handle
this difficulty, we first transform in Section 2 the initial problem using the
Kirehhoff transformation thus writing the heat équation using the Laplace
operator. This enables us to prove regularity of the solutions of the heat
équation. Subsequently, in Section 3, we define a truncated problem whose
conductivity coefficient p is truncated. We then prove, using the Schauder's
fixed point theorem, the existence of at least one solution of the resulting
truncated problem.
Section 4 is devoted to the proof of some lemmas concerning the estimate
in L°°-norm of the solution of an elliptic problem 'm function of the regularity
of the right-hand side.
Section 5 gives the proof of the main resuit of the paper. We prove that the
température is bounded in L"( Q ) independently of the truncation. For this,
the results obtained in Section 4 are used.
2. THE MODEL

In Références [Cl], [ClTo], [CRST], we have studied the well-posedness of
the foliowing system of équations:
^J-V

. (p(9) VH) =0

Cp(6)ft-V.(X(d)V8)=p(6)\VH\2

in (0, T) x Q ,
in(0 f r)xfl,

where /J is a positive constant and Xf /?, Cp are bounded and smooth real valued
functions that stand respectively for magnetic permeability of the free space,
thermal conductivity, density and spécifie heat. The expressions p(9), X(9)
and Cp(9) dénote the composition of the functions p, X and Cp with the
function 9.
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Hère we are concerned with the so-called quasi-stationary process. In other
words, since the magnetic field evolves at a high rate, we can assume that the
température field, as a first order approximation, dépends only on the time
averaged power density. It is therefore possible to seek a time-independent
température field and a magnetic field of the form
H(t,x) = Re (cxp(tor)

H(x)),

where co is the angular frequency of the current and i is the unit imaginary
number.
These considérations lead to the foliowing model:
Find H : Q -> C, 6 : Q -> IR such that :
f ijucoH- V . (p(6) VH) = 0

in Q,
( 2 l )

\

- V . (X{6) V6)=\p(6)

\VH\2 in Q ,
{

'

}

Here above, the température on the boundary of the domain Q is assumed
to be equal to a constant 00. The term ~ ƒ>(#) | V#| 2 in the right-hand side of
Equation (2.2) corresponds to the mean power density supplied to the induced
conductor. In addition, the development of the induction heating model (cf.
[Cl], [CRST]) shows that the magnetic field in the free space and on the
boundary of the conductors is independent of the space variables. That is,
Ho is a constant.
We now suppose that the electric resistivity and the thermal conductivity
satisfy the folio wing conditions:
le

C°(R),A>0,

(2.3)

pe C ° ( R ) ,

(2.4)

There exists a > 0 such that p(t) 2* a
p is nondecreasing .

Vr > 0 ,

(2.5)
(2.6)

We furthermore assume that the domain Q is bounded and that its boundary
is of class C2.
We now make the change of variable:
Â(s)ds.
vol. 31, n° 7, 1997
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Since the fonction A is positive the function /? is one-to-one. Let us define:

Equation (2.2) becomes:
f- âu = \r(u)\VH\2
[M = 0
Setting h = H-H0,

infl,
ondQ.

Equation (2.1) yields:

icofih - V . ( r ( M ) V A ) = - ico{tHQ
h—0

in Q f
on dQ .

In what follows ƒ stands for the complex number — icajuH^ Let us notice at
this point that the whole analysis developed in the present paper can be
extended to the case where ƒ is a function of L2(Q).
The final problem consists then in seeking a pair (h, u) : Q -^ C x R such
that:
ficofih - V . (r(w) VA) = ƒ

f- Au = 2\r(u)
{
I M= 0

2

!\Vh\

'

infl ,

in fi,
on dû .

(2.8)

Hypotheses (2.3)-(2.6) imply that the function r satisfies the following properties:
r is nondecreasing, unbounded ,

(2.9)

r is continuous ,

(2.10)

r{t) ^ a > 0 f o r a l l r .

(2.11)

In the following section, Problem (2.7)-(2.8) is approximated using a
truncation technique where the truncated problem has bounded coefficients.
We first prove that the truncated problem has at least one solution. The
L°°-estimate on the solution of the truncated problem enables us then to prove
the existence of at least one solution of (2.7)-(2.8).
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3. THE TRUNCATED PROBLEM

Let k dénote a real positive number. We define the truncated function rk by:
r

k\s ) -

|r(£)

ifk<s<<*>.

Notice that rk is a continuous and bounded function.
We now consider the truncated problem (^*fc) consisting in seeking two
functions ft^ : O —
f3 —» R such that:
-»> C and w
ukfc : Q
f icouh, - V . ( r,( M. ) V/O = ƒ
1 /i t = 0

.
I M^ = 0

in £? ,
on3&,

^*i;

(3.2)
on dQ .

Using the Schauder's fixed point theorem, we shall prove that Problem (3.1)(3.2) has at least one solution. For this end, let us define the following
operators:
To each measurable function v we associate the function 0 e W1'2(Q)
solution of the problem:
ico/utp - V . ( rk( v ) V0 ) = ƒ
in ü ,
0 =0
ondQ.

(3 3

* ^

Let Tx dénote the operator defined by:
, def

,

.

Assume now that v and 0 are given; we associate to them the function
g(v,<p) defined by

Finally, let p e ( 1, <») ; we dénote by T2 the inverse of the Laplace operator
defined from YThp(Q)
to Wl0'p(Q) (This is well defined thanks to the
smoothness of the boundary). We can formulate Problem (3.1)-(3.2) as the
following fixed point problem.
Find uk : Q -» R such that :
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We notice here that the operators T and Tx are formally defined. A more précise
définition using appropriate function spaces will be donc later;
We now prove some prelirninary results. First, we shall present a version of
a regularity resuit of N. G. Meyers for an elliptic operator. lts proof can be
found in the appendix of the present paper. The main feature of this version
is that we give sharp estimâtes of the regularity constants appearing in the
Meyer's result. These estimâtes are essential to prove the existence of a
solution (h, u) such that u is bounded.
LEMMA 3.1: Let a dénote a function of L°°(Q) such that
0 < a ^ a ^ P <oo a.e. in Q .
Then, there exists p=p{a,p,Q)>2
following problem:

such that iff<=W~ hp(Q)

'-V.(aVw)=/
u=0

then the

in O ,
on dÜ ,

(3 4)

-

has a unique solution u e WO'P(Q). Moreover, we have the estimate:
(3-5)
In
Q=

addition, there exists two
CQ(Ü)> 0, such that for
P>

constants

x ~ X( & ) > 1

and

(3 6)

1)

-

the values of p and Ca „ can be chosen in the following way:
4 In y
> 2

C,P = ~-

'

(3-8)

Notice that the définition of p given by the expression (3.7) implies that
p < 4. (See the proof of Lemma 3.1 in the appendix.)
It is clear that applying Lemma 3.1 to Problem (3.2) fixes the value of p.
This value dépends on a and onr(^). We choose then a real number q such
that:
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For this choice the imbedding of W2'p/2(Q) into Wl'q(û) is compact. We
shall now show that the operator T fulfills the conditions of the Schauder's
fixed point theorem (cf [GiTr]) in the Banach space Wlötq(Q).
3.2: Let Q dénote an open subset ofM2 and r a continuous function
on C°(R). Let r : L°°(Q) -> L°°(Q) the mapping defined by
LEMMA

Then, r is continuons.
Proof: Let v dénote an arbitrary element of L°°( Q ) and let us shown that
r is continuous at v,
We dénote by K= H^ll^m- The fonction r is uniformly continuous on
the compact [— 2 K, 2 K], Therefore, for each e > 0 there is a real number
(5>0 such that for ail t, se [~2K,2K]
with \t - s\ ^ö we have
\r(t)-r(s)\
^s.
We choose an e > 0 and impose S *S K. Let w G L°°( Q ) such that
\\w - v || L - (O) ^ S. We have \w(x) - t;(jc)| ^ S for almost ail
x e Q.
Using
the uniform
continuity
of
r
we
have
\r(w(x)) -r(v(x))\
*S e for a.e. x. Thus
r ( p ) | | L . ( 0 ) ^ e,
whence the continuity. O
To simplify the notations we set r instead of f.
LEMMA

3.3: The mapping Tx : Wl^q(Q) -» Wj' P (O) w continuous.

Proof: Let v be a function of W ^ ( f i ) . The function rJfc(u) = r Jt oi;
satisfies the condition a ^ ^ ( ü ) ^ K^)- Using the Lax-Milgram theorem
we deduce the existence and uniqueness of a solution 0 to Equation (3.3) in
WQ 2 (O) with the following estimate:

Equation (3,3) can be rewritten by placing the term icofxp in the right-hand
side. Applying Lemma 3.1 we obtain thanks to inequality (3.5) the estimate:
! ^ II WHO) ^ 2 ( 1 / 1 + H0llur«.P(fl))Using estimate (3.10) and the continuous imbedding of
W~hp(Q) we have:

U-W^I/I,
vol. 31, n° 7, 1997
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the constants Cv C2, C3 being independent of v.
On the other hand, let v and w dénote two fonctions of WQ q( Q ) and set
(p

= Tl(v),

y/ = TY{w),

g> = <p-~y/. We

have:

- V . (rk(v) V<p) + <o>/jp = V . ((r,(tO) Vy/) .

(3.12)

Using the energy inequality and (3.11) we have:

We apply again Lemma 3.1 to Equation (3.12). We obtain using the previous
inequality:

From Lemma 3.2, we deduce that the mapping v *-> rk(v) = rkov is
continuous from L°°(Q) to L°°(Ö). The continuity of the imbedding of
Wl'q(Q) into L°°(O) implies the continuity of the operator Tr D
q
l p
l q
LEMMA 3,4: The mapping T2g \W]; {Q) xW 0' (Q) ^> W 0' (Q) is
continuous and compact.
Proof: The operator T2 is linear and continuous from Lpl (Q) to
W2*p/2(Q) n W1QP/2(Q) forp > 2 [Gr]. It follows that T2 is linear continuous
and compact from II (Q) to Wj' 9 (O). It remains then to prove that the
mapping g : Wj'*(O) x W Q ' P ( O ) -> Lp/2(Q) is continuous. Let (Ü, 0 ) and
(w, y/) dénote two éléments of W^%Q) x WJsl?(O). We have:
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Using the continuity of the mapping w e LT(Q) »-» rk(w) e Eric}) and the
continuity of the imbedding of Wl*q(Q) into L°°( ,0 ) we deduce the continuity
of 0. O
We are now able to state the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 3.1: There exists p>2 such that Prohlem (3.1)-(3.2) has at least
one solution (hk,uk)<E Wl'p(Q) x Wl'q(Q) for all q satisjying (3.9).
Furthermore, we have the estimate:

where C is independent of uk and hk.
Proof: From Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we deduce that the operator
T : WQ q( Q ) —» WQ q{ Q ) is continuous and compact. It remains to prove that
T(v) is uniformly bounded in Wlotq(Q). Inequality (3.11) shows that
Tx{v) is bounded independently of v. We can write:

II3X v ) II wi-«<o) ^ IIT2 9 i v, T,( v ) ) |!

where C3 is independent of v.
Choosing for D the bail with radius C 3 |/| 2 and center O we clearly satisfy
the conditions of the Schauder5 s fixed point theorem. We then obtain a solution
uke Wçq(Q) of the équation T(uk) = uk and the pair ( ^ ( w ^ ) , uk) is a
solution of Problem (3.1)-(3.2). D
Remark 3.1: Since the right-hand side of Equation (3.2) is nonnegative, the
weak maximum pnnciple implies that the function uk given by Theorem 3.1 is
nonnegative for all k.
Remark 3.2: From Theorem 3.1, the function uk is an element of
W%pl2{Q). We deduce that uk<E Whs(Q) with s = ~£~. Since s > 2, the
Morrey's Theorem (cf. [Bre], p. 166) implies that the function uk is continuous
on Q.
vol. 31, nG 7, 1997
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4. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS

We have proved in the previous section that Problem (3.1)-(3.2) has at least
one solution (hk,uk).
We shall now study the séquence of fonctions
(hk, uk)k and show the existence of a limit pair (h, u) satisfying (2.7)-(2.8).
If the function r is bounded, the pair ( hk, uk ) is solution of Problem
(2.7)-(2.8) with k = I M | L - W . If r is not bounded, we can no more conclude
that the séquence (r k {u k )) k is bounded in L°°(£2). In this case, we shall seek
a solution of Problem (2.7)-(2.8) as a limit of the séquence of solutions of the
truncated problems 3Pk.
Our main goal is to prove the existence of a solution pair (h, u) such that
u €E L°°(Q), Notice that if this is the case, Problem (2.7)-(2.8) is well defined
since the function r( u ) is bounded. An alternative approach was considered
by Murât [Mu] in which the notion of a renormalized solution is introduced.
We shall, in the present section, prove a series of lemmas that will enable
us to control the L^-norm of uk in terms of k We shall prove that, under some
conditions, there exists a real number K such that \\uK\\L^Q) ^ K.
Remark 4.1: Let ^ > 0 and let (hK,uK)
(3.1)-(3.2) such that

dénote a solution of Problem

Then r fc o uK= rRo uK a.e. for ail k ^ K. Therefore, (hK, uK) is a solution
of Problem (2.7)-(2.8).
It is now sufficient to prove the existence of ^T> 0 such that (4.1) holds.
From Remark 3.1, the function uk is nonnegative.
The next lemma gives a first a priori estimate on uk.
LEMMA 4.1: Let (hkJuk) dénote a solution of Problem (3J)-(3.2) in the
space Wl0> p( Û ) x Wl0*q( Q ). We have

L

rk(uk)\Vhk\2dx$-±-\f\2dx.

(4.2)

Proof: Multiplying the first équation of (3.1) by the complex conjugale
function of hk and integrating on the domain Q, we obtain:
icon\ \hk\2dx+\

rk(uk)\Vhk\2dx=\

fh\dx.

Thus
\f\\h\dx.
JQ
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get:

(

\hk\2 dx \m =£ — I

|/| 2 d!xj

Using again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have:

f

f

'

JQ

G
JG

which achieves the proof.

\A2dx,

V

D

Remark 4.2: From (4.2) and Hypothesis (2.5) we get:

f \Vhk\2dx^}-ttœ\
JQ

a

\f\2dx.

(4.3)

JG

Therefore, the séquence (hk)k is bounded in Wl0'2(Q).
In order to prove that the existence of a solution (h, u) such that u is
bounded, we shall use a method based of results of Stampacchia [St]. The
main idea consists in measuring the subsets of Q on which the function u is
"very large". We then show, under suitable conditions, that these subsets are
of measure zero.
In the remaining part of this section we suppose that k is a fixed positive
real number such that:

where x is given by Lemma 3.1. Notice that this is possible since the function
r is positive and unbounded.
Let now l dénote a positive real number. We define the foUowing sub sets of
Q:
At = {x<= Q\ uk(x)

^ = {XG Q;l<uk(x)

>/},

^ Z+ l } .

Let, in addition, vt and wt dénote the functions:
vl = max ( uk - l, 0 ) , wt = min ( vp 1 ) .
Hère above, we omitted to index the sets At and Qt and the functions vt and
wt with k for the sake of conciseness.
vol. 31, n° 7, 1997
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Notice that the fonctions vt>A[ and wz.A are éléments of WQ>2(Af) and that,
thanks to the continuity of uk (cf Remark 3.2), Al is an open subset of M2.
Remark 43: If for Z > 0 we have \At\ = 0, then \\uk\\L-iQ) ^ Z.
The previous remark justifies the choice of the used method. Studying the
sets At will enable us to evaluate the norm of uk in LT{Q). In what follows,
we first estimate the measure of the domains Al in fonction of l independently
of k. The next lemma allows to control the size of the domains Al in fonction
of L
LEMMA 4.2: Let lQ dénote a real positive
number
and
<fi ; [/0, °°) —» [0, °o) a nonincreasing function. We assume the existence of
y G ( 0, 1 ) such that:
Vie

[Z 0 ,oo),

Then

Proof:
Let
0 =S ô < 1. We

/ ^ Zo
have:

and

ne N

such

that

l = l0 + n + â,

n + ö) ^ yn 0(Zo + J ) ^ f 0(Z O ).
On the other hand we can write:

We then deduce (4.5). D
Lemma 4.2 will lead us to a flrst estimate of the measure of At The
following resuit gives an estimate of the behaviour of the fonction
*->|A,|.
LEMMA 4.3: Let (hk, uk) dénote a solution of Problem (3.1)-(3.2) given by
Theorem3.1. Then there exist ne (0, 1 ) and C4 > 0 such that:

c4nl v/>o.
The constants n and C4 are independent of k and L They depend on \Q\ and
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Proof: Multiplying Equation (3.2) by wl and integrating on the domain
Q, we obtain:

l

f

f

2

Then

J \Vuk\2dx ^ i | rk(uk) \Vhk\2dx.

(4.6)

Let c e ( 1, 2), we can write thanks to Hölder's inequality:

f ) 2
(f l^^àxy^ia^-ïlï \Vufdx
Let q dénote the real number satisfying llq = \lq - 1/2. The previous
inequality and the Sobolev's imbedding of W1'q(Al) into Lq (At) give:

Noticing that wt = 1 on A/+ 1 and using (4.6) and Lemma 4.1 we get

^ c
vol. 31, n° 7, 1997
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Therefore

The value of q can be arbitrarily fixed (e.g. q = jh We then deduee the
existence of a constant C > 0 independent of k and of l such that

Hence

Applying Lemma 4.2 to the function $>(0 = \At\ we obtain the desired resuit
with

the constants n and C4 being independent of k and /. D
The previous estimâtes are not sufficient to détermine a solution (h.u) of
Problem (2.7)-(2.8) with u bounded. We shall now prove a further resuit using
the sharp estimâtes obtained for the Meyers' theorem. For this we need the
next lemma the proof of which is given in ([St], p. 93).
LEMMA
4.4; Let l0 dénote a real positive number and
<p : [/0, °°) •—> [0, °°) a nonincreasing function. We assume the existence of
positive real numbers y, C5 and of p > 1 such that:

(4.7)
Then there exists d > 0 such that <p(to + d) = 0 with
1

5J'

.

(4.8)

We shall apply Lemma 4.4 to the function 0 ( 0 = |A,|. We show that there
exists lx > 0 such that 0(Z,) = O. From Remark 4.3 we have
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LEMMA 4.5: Let G a bounded open set of M2 and let $ > 2. The imbedding
ofWlf2(&)
into Ls{&) is continuons with

I I^ÎHU^)

VME WU2(&).

(4.9)

Proof: Let s* such that l/s* = 1/s + 1/2. We have s* < 2. From (Brezis
[Bre], p. 162) we have the following Sobolev inequality:
II « II L-(*)«C,. || M || ,,,./(<,),

(4.10)

where Cs* ^ s / ( 2 — s ). In [Ta], the optimal value of the constant involved
in (4.10) is given. The value of s is given by s = 2s*l2-s.
Hence

whence (4.9), D
We now state the principal resuit of this section. We obtain an estimate of
the measure of Ap for given l > 0. This estimate takes into account the
regularity resuit obtained from the Meyer's lemma.
LEMMA 4.6: Let l > 0 and assume that function r satisfies hypotheses
(2.9)~(2.11). Then, for t>l and for all q>2, we have:

\At\ ^ ^ K ^ - ^ l j N 1 + - J - ,

(4.11)

where p is chosen according to (3.7), In particular, p dépends on k. The
constants C6 is independent of k, l and t,
Proof: Let gk dénote the function krk{uk) |V/ife|2 and let / 5= 0. Multiplying Equation (3.2) by vl and integrating over Q we get

f IVM/^XSS f gkv,dx.
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Lemma 3.1 implies that gk is an element of Lp/2(Q). Setting s = ~ ^ we
check that 1 < s < p/2 since p > 2. If s' is the conjugate number of
s(l/s + l/s'= 1), we can write using Lemma 4.5 and the Poincaré's
inequality:

W'**
where S is the constant of the Poincaré's inequality. We obtain:

(4.12)

Let now q > 2. Using again Lemma 4.5 we obtain:

\vtfdxj '^591^15110,1^,^,
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Let t > l. We have At a Ar In the domain At we have i?z ^ t — L We then
write:

From the previous estimate and from relationships (4.12), (4.13), we get:

\9k\p'2dx\

".

Since the function r(t) is nondecreasing, we have rk(uk) ^ r(k).
Consequently, we obtain from Estimate (3.8) the inequality:
//»

\2/p

\Up

/ *

f i^r*V

Since s'=2p/(p

- 2 ) , we obtain using inequality (4.14):

We then deduce (4.11) with

Sc?
the constant C6 being independent of k, l and t
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5. EXISTENCE OF A BOUNDED SOLUTION

This section is devoted to the proof of the existence of a solution ( hy u ) of
Problem (2.7)-(2.8) with u bounded. As we have mentioned in the previous
section (Remark 4.1), it is sufficient to show that there exists K > 0 such that
H M L-(O) ^

K

-

THEOREM 5.1: Let k be a given real number satisfying (4,4). There exist
constants C7 > 0 and ne ( 0, 1 ) independent of k such that the following
inequality holds:
2

p

r{k)ffi P ,

(5.1)

where p is given by (3.7).
Proof: Set lQ = k/2. Relationship (4.11) satisfies Hypothesis (4.7) with
- |Aj|. We deduce that \At\ = 0 for l = lo + d where d is given by
(4.8). Wet get:

Using Lemma 4.4, Estimate (4.8) gives with y = qt fi = 1 +

,
P

q(p-2)

u, , We have:

If we take, in Lemma 4.6, q =
following:

*_ -A, we find fi = 2 . We then deduce the

Therefore

|+8C 6 ( —t^f r(k) \AkfT .
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From Theorem 4.1, there exist n e (0, 1 ) and C4 > 0 such that:
k

\Ak\ ^ C 4 ^2,
2

where the constants rj and C4 are independent of k. We get:
llMjJz.-(fl) ^ 2+ C\p - 2 ) r(k)ïîî

P-

We thus have the desired estimate. D
The next theorem gives the main resuit. Its corollary will be more interesting from a practical point of view.
THEOREM 5.2: Let r dénote afunction satisfying hypotheses (2.9)-(2.11). We
assume furthermore that r satisfies the condition:

(5.2)

Then, there exists p > 2 for which Problem (2.7)-(2.8) has a solution
(A, M) in Wlop(Q)x
(Wl0p/2(Q)nW2>p/2(Q)),
thus u G L~(G). The
constants % and n are given by Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1. In particular, we have
n G (0, 1) and % > 1Proof: Relationship (3.7) gives:

P

whence
2 In/
p-2

21n/

/2r(/:)-a\

in(i+

«

\2r(k)-2aJ

\

2r(k)-2a)

Using (5.1), we obtain:
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If r satisfies the condition:

*
then there exists a constant K that fulfills relationship (4.4) such that
^UK^V°{Q)
^ ^- Applying Remark4.1, we conclude that (hK, uK) is solution
of Problem (2.7)-(2.8) with uK bounded. Applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain a
solution (h,u) = (hK,uK) in WlQ*p(Q)x (Wlö*p/2(Q) n W2'pn(Q))
for a
p > 2. The value of p dépends on a and on r(K).
•
The following conséquence of the above resuit gives an information on the
behaviour at the infinity of functions satisfying condition (5.2).
COROLLARY 5.1: Let r dénote ajunction satisfying Hypotheses
If there exists C e ( 0, 1 ) such that:

lim r(k)k~c < °o ,

(2,9)-(2Jl).

(5.3)

then r satisfies condition (5.2).
Proof: Using a development of In ( 1 + a / 2 r(k)^) at first order we obtain
the following équivalence for k —» «> :

In

2r(k)

From (5.3) we deduce the existence of a constant C8 such that for k large
enough, we have:

The value of In ( n ) is négative since r\ e ( 0, 1 ). Consequently condition (5.2)
is satisfied. D
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Clearly this resuit does not give the existence for £ = 1. This is due to the
roughness of the estimate of p given by (3.7). It remains an open problem to
show the existence for £ ^ 1.
Interpreting Relationship (5.3) with respect to the température, the condition
(5.2) becomes: for ail Ce [0, 1 ) there exists &0 and C^ > 0 such that

p(0)
for 9 5Ï 90. In this case, Hypothesis (5.2) is satisfied.
The monotonicity condition imposed to the function r is not necessary. It
simplifies the proof. The following lemma will enable us to avoid this
constraint.
LEMMA 5.1: Let r dénote a continuous function that satisfies the following
conditions:
limr(0=°°,

(5.4)

t —> »

Then, there exists a séquence of real nonnegative numbers ( kt ). such that:
lim h = + oo ,
suo r ( 0 = r(fc.),

(5.5)

V r e M.

(5.6)

Proof: We define the function:

and the set S = {t ^ 0 ; r(t) - r(t)}. Notice that S is closed since the
functions r(t) and r(t) are continuous. Furthermore, the function r is nondecreasing. We shall first prove that S is not bounded.
Assume that S is bounded and let M dénote its upper bound. We have
f(M) - r(M) since S is closed and

We shall prove that r(t) = f {M) for t ^ M. We have, by définition of M,
for t^M :
r(f) =

sup r(s)=
^ e [0, t]

sup

r(s) .

se [M, /]

The continuity of r implies that, for given t > M, there exists tx e [M, t] such
that r ( 0 = r ( ^ ) . If fj > M then r ( O = K*i) < Kh) s i n c e ^ i s t n e u P P e r
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bound of S. This is contradictory with the monotonicity of r. Consequently, we
have ty= M and r(t) - r(M) for ail t ^ M. This implies that the fonction
r is bounded by r(M) which is contradictory with Hypothesis (5.4).
The set S is therefore not bounded. We can take a nondecreasing séquence
of points ( kt )t of S satisfying the property (5.5). The monotonicity of r implies
that the séquence r( kt )t is nondecreasing. From (5.4) we deduce that its limit
is + » . By construction, this séquence is therefore convenient. D
It is then sufficient to take in the proofs of the preceding sections the values
of the séquence (kt)r The properties (5,5) and (5.6) replace the hypothesis of
monotonicity of r.
APPENDIX

We give hère a proof of Lemma 3.1.
Let Xp stand for the Banach space wj >p (£2) equipped with the norm

the set Q begin hère a domain of Rn. Let Yp dénote the Banach space
Vf lp{Q) equipped with the norm:
II u || Yp = min { || 0 || {LP{Q)T such that g G (Z/( Q ) )" with V . g = u).
Let a e L~(Q)

with
0 < a ^ a(x) ^ P < oo a.e. x e Ü .

We consider the following elliptic operator:
AM=4LW = - V • ( | V M ) .

Equation (3.4) can be written in the form:
rfpf 1

AM- (A + 4)u-Au = g=jjf9

(6.1)

Clearly, the operator - A is an isomorphism from Xp onto Yp for ail
p G ( 1, oo) (cf. [Si]). Let Gp dénote its inverse defined from Yp onto X . We
have:
(G p (A + / J ) + / ) « = G p g ,
where / is the identity operator on Xp.
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It is clear that if for a given p:
<1,

(6.2)

then the operator A + A is a one-to-one mapping from Xp onto Yp. Since
A is an isomorphism from Xp onto Yp we can deduce that A is also an
isomorphism from Xp onto Yp. Our proof will then consist in determining the
values of p for which inequality (6.2) holds.
Given u e Xp, we have:
\\(A + A)u\\Y

=

SUD

P-a{x)

T3

I V u ||L „

Therefore:
WA + AW^x

y )

p-> P '

^£^5.

(6.3)

p

Let now h dénote an element of (Lp(Q))n.
We can associate to h the
function v e Xp satisfying -Av — V.h. This defines a linear and continuous
mapping:

Consequently, there exists a constant Cp > 0 such that

From the définition of the norms of the spaces Xp and Yp9 the previous
inequality implies that

with C2 = 1. Choosing the value p — A we obtain:

where / > 1. Notice that the choice p = 4 is arbitrary but avoids technical
difficulties. More generally on can choose any pQ > 2.
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The mapping n : L (Q) —» L ( O ) is linear and continuons. It is also
continuous from L2(Q) to itself. From an interpolation theorem (cf. [Bre],
p. 128) we deduce that L is a linear and continuous mapping from LP(Û) to
itself with
^ = | +i T i >

ôe [0,1].

Moreover, the norm Cp of the operator n in LP(Q)
inequality:

satisfies the following

We find 6 = 2(p — 2)/p. Therefore, using (6.3) we obtain an estimate of the
norm of the operator Gp(A + A ), that is:

We then choose the value of p such that the norm of the operator
is bounded by u *—, Le.,

P
For p G [2, 4], we have —

G [0, 1]. Whence:
2(p-2)

Consequently a ehoice of p is possible if fi satisfies the condition

We can then evaluate p in function of a and fi. We find:
„

4 In y
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Hence:

The mapping Gp(A + A) + / is then invertible
(/4- Gp(A + A) )" l is given by

and the norm of

We deduce then that Gp(A + A) is invertible and consequently A is an
isomorphism from Xp onto Yp and

il ( G ^ r Mu*,,*,) n i A-'/MU X ,, X ; J ) ^ .
Using the relation:
\\A'

X

\\^iYp,xp)

= II A" ' AG ? ||^ ( K ( i , X p ) < HA" ' ^

we obtain the bound:
" Ml

< c

Then, for each g e 7^, Problem (6.1) has a unique solution M in Xp and we
have the estimate:

Using the Poincaré's inequality we have:

HI**'(Û)

^ S\\Vu\\WQ)r

which yields the desired resuit. D
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